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Abstract 

Wireless Sensor Network is a new technology that can solve problems of traditional 

network in many applications. Cross-layer design play a very important role for 

applications of wireless sensor network. Improved security is very important for the 

success of communication between sensor nodes in wireless sensor network because the 

data collected is often sensitive and the network is particularly vulnerable. Many Security 

approaches have been proposed to provide security solutions against various threats to 

the Cross-layer modification techniques in Wireless sensor network. In this seminal, we 

overview the previous schemes for the security of cross-layer communication in wireless 

sensor network. In this paper we propose a new security model that will be more secure 

as compare to existing security scheme. Proposed Security model will provide more 

security between cross layer communication in WSN. 
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1. Introduction 

In Wireless sensor network, sensor nodes work together in open environment. Sensor 

nodes sense the environment and pass sense data to base station via internet and satellite 

[1]-[2]. There is more difficult to provide an efficient and scalable security solution. 

While designing the security mechanism for WSN it is to be kept in minds that the 

following are the inbuilt limitations of the sensor nodes in wireless sensor network. 

 

i. Vulnerability of channels 

ii. No infrastructure in Wireless sensor Network 

iii. Network topology change dynamically 

iv. Sensor nodes have limited energy 

v. Sensor nodes have limited computational capabilities 

vi. There is large dense distribution of sensor nodes 

 

In WSN it is necessary to allow only specific sensor node to access your wireless 

sensor network. Every sensor node that is able to communicate with a wireless sensor 

network is assigned a unique Media Access Control (MAC) address. In Wireless network, 

Wireless routers usually have a mechanism to allow only devices with particular MAC 

addresses to access to the wireless sensor network. Low deployment costs of sensor nodes 

make wireless sensor networks attractive to users. Deployment of sensor nodes in open 

environment also gives attackers the tools to launch attacks on the wireless sensor 
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network [3]-[4].The design flaws in the security mechanisms of the 802.11 standard also 

give rise to a number of potential attacks, both passive and active. These attacks enable 

intruders to eavesdrop on, or tamper with, wireless transmissions. Sensor nodes are fast, 

scalable, low energy efficient and highly distributed in open environment so there is 

security is must for quality of service in wireless sensor network [5]. 

There is need of security solution for cross layer design in wireless sensor network 

because there is one layer can communicate with another layer non-adjacently. Wi-Fi 

Protected Access (WPA) should be used for encryption of data in wireless sensor 

network. In this paper we proposed a security solution that will provide security to layers 

in wireless sensor network [6]-[7]. 

 

2. Basic Requirement of Security in Wireless Sensor Network 

Basic security requirement that are necessary for secure communication in wireless 

sensor network are: 

i. Authenticity 

ii. Availability 

iii. Integrity 

iv. Privacy 

v. Nonrepudiation 

vi. Security Attacks 

vii. Survivability 

 

i. Authenticity 

Authenticity means data communicated between sensor nodes and base station are 

authentic and correctly identified. Authenticity means data that are coming from source 

sensor node to destination sensor node is authentic or not.  

 

ii. Availability 

Availability is very important for maintaining an operational network. Availability 

means utilization of recourses by sensor nodes for sending data from one sensor node to 

another sensor node. 

 

iii. Integrity 

Integrity assures that the data received at base station is not corrupted. When sensor 

nodes pass sense data to the base station then integrity assures that sense data of sensor 

nodes received at base station successfully without any loss of sense data. 

 

iv. Privacy or Data Confidentiality 

When data communicated between sensor nodes and base station and similarly 

communicated data between base station and end user then privacy insures that data 

should be able to acces only by base station and end user. Confidentiality is the protection 

of transmitted data from passive attacks. 

 

v. Nonrepudiation 

When the sender transmit data to destination, Nonrepudiation ensure that destination 

can prove that the message sent by authorize sender. Similarly, when data is received, the 

sender can prove that the data received by the authorize receiver. 
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vi. Security Attacks 

Security attacks are attacks that are changes in transmitted data without permission by 

third party. These attacks are two types- 

 

(a) Passive attacks 

In Passive attacks, attacker monitors the transmission between sender and receiver but 

not perform any changes in data that are communicated between sender and receiver.  

 

(b) Active attacks 

In Active attack, attacker performs some changes of the data that are communicated 

between sender and receiver without permission.  

 

vii. Survivability 

Survivability means capability of transmission of data without any delay and without 

any loss of data. 

 

3. Proposed Security Model 

We proposed a Security model for secure communication between layers. Proposed 

Security model (Figure 1) will be more secure as compare to existing security scheme in 

wireless sensor network. In this security model we are using a Security filter between 

cross layer design and cross layer optimization handler. When Sensor node want to send 

sense data to Base station then first check whether channel free or not if channel is free 

then sense data forward to Security filter. Security filter check the sense data and give a 

token (time slot) to packet node. After receiving token from security filter sensor node 

forward sense data to Cross layer optimization handler (CLOH). Cross layer optimization 

handler is used for merging layers for communication non-adjacently. Cross layer 

optimization handler Combine the resources and provide communication between layers. 

 

 

Figure 1. Proposed Security Model for Cross Layer Design 
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Notations used: 

 

SF – Security Filter 

PN – Packets node 

CLOH - Cross layer Optimization Handler 

Ts -Time Slot 

Ch – Channel 

BS-Base Station 

 

Algorithm for security of data 

 

1. If Sensor node want to send data to base station 

2. Check Channel Ch whether it is free or not 

3. If Ch=0 then set Ch=PN  

4. Set   SF = PN 

5. Set PN=TS 

6. PN dispatch from SF to CLOH buffer 

7. CLOH Check Ch is free or not 

8. If Ch=0 then 

9. Dispatch PN from CLOH to BS 

10. Repeat Step 1 to 9 

 

4. Related Work 

Many researchers studied the security issues in wireless sensor network. There is a 

considerable amount of surveys in the literature that discuss WSN technologies in general 

[1]-[7].The complete literature survey of security issues in cross layer discuss in [8]-[10]. 

Djallel Eddine Boubiche et al. [8] introduce a protocol for security in distributed 

environment for secure communication. Proposed protocol improves security between 

sensor devices. Geethapriya Thamilarasu et al. [9] have proposed the cross-layer scheme 

for improvement security between sensor devices in open environment. Proposed security 

scheme provide secure communication between layers. Proposed security scheme is 

suitable only for communication between wireless sensor devices. Pedro Pinto, Antonio 

Pinto et al. [10] have proposed a security mechanism that provides secure transmission of 

data packets between sensor devices. Proposed security mechanism improves 

performance of wireless sensor network. This scheme avoids the useless data transmission 

and allows useful data communication between layers. Proposed security mechanism 

increase performance of wireless sensor network. 

 

5. Performance Analysis of Proposed Security Model 

We develop a simulation environment to evaluate the efficiency of Security model. For 

this purpose we are using QualNet 5.0.2 simulation modeling tool. The performance of 

proposed Security model is verified with cross layer design in the experiment. In this 

experiment we deploy some sensor nodes in open environment and check the 

performance of security model. We are using some parameters in this simulation (Table 

1).  
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Table 1. Simulation Parameters 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this simulation environment (Figure 2) Source sensor nodes 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 are 

co-operately pass their data to the destination node 11 (Base Station). Running simulation 

is shown in Figure 3. In running simulation sensor nodes are sending packets to 

destination node 11(Base Station). In Figure 4 shown the result, total packets received by 

destination sensor node 11 or Base Station. Total packets send by source sensor nodes 

was 4000.By using Security model, Base station received 100% packets from sensor 

nodes 1, 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10. Base Station received 4000 packets from Source sensor nodes. 

By implementing security model with cross layer design we are getting 100% secure data 

at Base Station. 

 

 

Figure 2. Simulation Setup 

 

Parameters Value 

Source Sensor 

nodes 

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 

 

Destination node 

(Base Station)  

 

11 

Packets Send  

 

40000 

 

Terrain Range 

 

100m x 100m  

 

No. of nodes 

 

10 

Frequencies 

 

2.4GHz  

 

Traffic Type 

 

CBR 

Channel Type 

 

Wireless channel 

 

Protocols 

 

AODV 
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Figure 3. Running Simulation 

 

Figure 4. Total Packets Received by Base Station 

6. Conclusion 

Security is an important requirement for secure communication between cross layer in 

wireless sensor network. In this paper we proposed a new security model for secure 

communication between cross layer for WSN.The proposed security model is very useful 

for different applications of wireless sensor network such as Military application, Health 

application and industrial monitoring application and so on. In this paper we evaluate 

performance of proposed security model by using Qualnet 5.0.2 Simulator tool and find 

that proposed security model provide 100% security between layers communication. 
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